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Abstract
We provide an improved algorithm called “a neighborhood expansion tabu search algorithm
based on genetic factors” (NETS) to solve traveling salesman problem. The algorithm keeps the
traditional tabu algorithm’s neighborhood, ensure the algorithm’s strong climbing ability and go
to the local optimization. At the same time, introduce the genetic algorithm’s genetic factor (crossover factor and variation factor) to develop new search space for bounded domain. It can avoid
the defects of the alternate search. The results show that this optimization algorithm has improved a lot in the target of “target value”, “convergence” and compared with traditional tabu algorithm and genetic algorithm.
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1. Introduction
Traveling salesman problem (TSP) is one of the most classic problems in traffic path optimization. It is a minimum path cost of road planning problem when a single traveler start from a point, through all the requirements
points only once, finally return to the origin.
TSP has a lot of applications in reality, such as computer networking, electronic maps, traffic induction, electrical wiring, VLSI layout, ATM packet-switched networks [1]. Thus, it’s often regarded as a classic case due to
its important theoretical and practical value. The algorithm to solve TSP contains a lot, And we can divided
them into the traditional algorithm and intelligent algorithm. Traditional algorithms including dynamic programming, branch threshold method and so on. This kind of traditional algorithm idea is simple and it has a
good effect in the small size TSP. But as the problem size is bigger, the difficulty of solving TSP growing exponentially. So we’ll use heuristic algorithm. Heuristic algorithms can be divided into stereotypes and modified
algorithm. Stereotype algorithms include nearest neighbors, greedy method, and insertion method. These methods can be generated an approximate optimal solution from distance matrix. They are simple and efficient, but
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its solution quality is poor relatively. Modified algorithms include local search algorithms and intelligent optimization algorithms. These methods can improve a viable path to find a better solution continuously. Guo’s algorithm [2] IN-Over operators perform simply and converges fast, but it’s easy to fall into local optimum later.
Artificial neural network algorithm [3] has a strong adaptive ability and fault tolerance, but it depends on mechanism greatly. Simulated annealing algorithm [4] can achieve parallel operation, find out the global optimal
solution for large scale combinatorial optimization problem, but it’s sensitive to initial parameters. Tabu search
algorithm [5] is of better convergence and higher retrieval efficiency. But it is dependent on the initial solution
and the neighborhood space intensively. Ant colony algorithm [6] initial path can be arbitrary and it has strong
concurrency and robustness, but the scope of the pheromone concentration limits the convergence of the algorithm drastically. At present, TSP focus on the combination of a variety of optimization mechanism and adjacent
domain search structure design of hybrid heuristic algorithm [7],which expand the applicable domain of algorithm and improve the effect of global optimization [8]. Our paper, using genetic factor expand the neighborhood of tabu algorithm, find a high efficiency and strong convergence of TSP planning scheme.

2. Algorithm Design Ideas
2.1. Tabu Search Algorithm
Tabu search [9], created by Fred W. Glover in 1986, is a metaheuristic search method employing local search
methods used for mathematical optimization. It imitates human memory, starts from an initial feasible solution,
chooses a series of specific search direction (neighborhood space) as a temptation, and uses tabu list storage the
area just has searched to avoid detour search. At the same time, it forgives some good condition of the area of
the tabu list to ensure the diversity of the search, Thus it makes the specific objective function value moving
constantly. So it has strong local search ability.
Tabu search algorithm only search in a designated adjacent neighborhood space. Speed, therefore, is a big
advantage, but it is easily trapped into local optimization. So it is an important step to master the neighborhood
space for obtaining the target. Moreover, the traditional scatter search strategy of tabu search will jump to the
sub-optimal solution’s search space when current optimal solution keep certain search times, which waste a lot
of time and reduce the scatter search ability. Tabu search has only one initial solution in the search process. So it
has a strong dependence to the initial solution. A good initial solution might result a good convergence, a poor
initial solution may be bad conversely. Below shows the pseudo code of tabu search:
Begin
Set the parameters; i = 1;
Initialize a path at random
clear up the tabu list
while condition is not satisfied Do
Calculate the so_far_bestpath’s neighborhood;
Bestpath; so_far_bestpath;
update tabu list;
i = i + 1;
End

2.2. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm [10], a powerful tool to solve the arbitrary function optimization problem, is developed by
Holland, who is an American scholar, and his colleagues. Genetic algorithm is a random search algorithm, using
the reference of natural selection and genetics theory in biosphere. Genetic algorithm simulated the natural genetic process through selection, mutation and crossover. At each iteration, a set of candidate solutions is retained,
and we’ll generate better candidate solutions group with genetic operators and repeat until convergence occurs.
Genetic algorithm, belong to group search, is easy to parallel processing. And heuristic search is not exhaustive blindly, but enhance the global search ability. But the probability of crossover and mutation operator in genetic algorithm is small, it lead to the limitation of search space and weakness of climbing ability. When the
number of groups growing, the target effect worse and worse, time consuming longer and longer. All these can’t
satisfy the demand of reality. Below shows the pseudo code of genetic algorithm:
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Begin
Set the parameters; i = 1;
Initialize the population (pop);
while condition is not satisfied Do
Calculate the length of each solution;
shortPath;
pop = selection (pop);
pop = crossover (pop);
pop = mutation (pop);
i=i+1
End

2.3. A neighborhood Expansion Tabu Search Algorithm Based on Genetic Factors
The application scope is restricted although GA and TS have their own successful application in the reality [11].
So this paper put forward an improving algorithm called “neighborhood expansion tabu search algorithm based
on genetic factors” (NETS). It will introduce the crossover and mutation factors of GA into TS to construct a
new neighborhood, which makes the decentralized strategy and focus strategy of TS operate simultaneously.
NETS will conduct an optimization of standard neighborhood (i.e., a mountain climbing) first, only the selected neighborhood will carry out crossover and mutation. It can guide the extended neighborhood toward an
optimum solution. Then NETS will conduct another optimization of final neighborhood (including optimized
and extended neighborhood). Where there is a climbing, there is a search. It’s a decentralized strategy that recorded the optimal value and improved efficiency. Below shows the pseudo code of process of NETS optimization neighborhood:
Begin
Calculate the so_far_bestpath’s neighborhood;
Sort and Prefer the so_far_bestpath’s neighborhood;
pop = prefer neighborhood;
pop1 = crossover (pop);
pop2 = mutation (pop);
neighborhood = pop + pop1 + pop2;
End

We introduce the crossover and mutation factors of GA to extend the neighborhood. And Partially Mapped
Crossover (PMC) [12] [13] will cross an optimal neighborhood and a randomly generated neighborhood. We
generate a pair of paths in the two cross position randomly, and define the area between the two nodes as mapping area. Then exchange the two mapping area with each path. Assuming the path of the cross position is as
follows:
When exchange the mapping area between A and B, we can get:
Obviously, there are same node in A’ and B’, for example, 3 has appeared two times in A’, At this point, we
can exchange A’ and B’s node outside the mapping area according to the location of the mapping area node, we
can get:
In addition to crossover, 3 methods are used to variation: 2-opt operation, shift operation and exchange operation [14].
1) 2-opt operation
Select a node as a starting point, then find another nearest node and reverse the nodes between the two points.
Shown in Figure 2, node 3 is the nearest point of node 4, the nodes between them will reverse.
2) shift operation
Find a star point and a length, extract these nodes, and then put the segment after the rest nearest node. As
shown below, the node is 3 and the length is 3, node 4 is the rest nearest node, the extracted segment is put after
node 4.
3) exchange operation
Select one node, exchange the position of two segments before and after the node. As shown below, select
node 9, change the two segments before and after node 9.
The neighborhood got great extension when introduce the crossover and mutation operator. NETS has strong
dispersion and improve the efficiency of the decentralized search. Figure 1 shows the process of the NETS.
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Figure 1. NETS execution process for TSP.

3. Experiments and Analysis
3.1. Experimental Environments
The algorithm described in this paper was coded in Matlab2012b, and all experiments were run on Windows 7
operating system with 6GB memory and Intel Core (TM) i3 CPU M380.

3.2. Experimental Data
The experimental data of this paper is come from standard symmetric TSP test problem sets of TSPLIB (Reinelt,
1991) (available at http://www.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/groups/comopt/software/TSPLIB95/tsp/). The data scale is
14, 16, 22, 29, 48 and 52. We compared the traditional TS, GA and NETS in target value, convergence and time
consuming.

3.3. Performance Testing
3.3.1. Target Value
There is no exact solution for that TSP belongs to NP problem. We carry out 20 times experiments for each algorithm. The results are shown in Table 1. “Best” represents the best target value and “Avg” represents the average of 20 runs.
Experimental results show that when the number of nodes is small, the best target value of NETS is the same
as traditional TS and GA, but the average of NETS is better than TS and GA even if the difference is less than
1%. With the increase of the number of nodes, the target value of NETS is superior to TS and GA significantly.
Especially, when the data sets reach to 48 and 52, it regards as failure for GA because the target value deviates
too much from our expectations. And the average value of NETS is increased by 6% and 8.6% than TS respectively. Thus, NETS has a great improvement in the target value of the solution compared with TS and GA.
3.3.2. Convergence Speed
The search process of NETS, TS and GA is almost the same in data set “Burma14”. Thus, we’ll display the
search process of the optimal solution in one graph of remaining six sets of data with different algorithms (GA is
valid only in the four set of data).
We can find from the Figure 2 that NETS reaches the target value quickly and it is the fastest in convergence.
Next is the GA algorithm, and the traditional TS algorithm is slowest. With the increase of the number of nodes,
the target value of NETS is better than TS and GA in the same number of iterations. When the number of nodes
is less than 30, NETS will close to the optimal target value in 10 iterations, GA needs 30 iterations and TS needs
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Table 1. Target value comparison on different data sets.
NETS

TS

GA

Data sets
Best

Avg

Best

Avg

Best

Avg

Burma14

30.87

30.87

30.87

30.87

30.87

30.87

Ulysses16

73.98

73.98

73.98

73.98

73.98

73.98

Ulysses22

75.3

76.28

75.3

77.38

75.3

76.46

Bays29

9076

9172

9349.45

9491.2

9926.4

10065.3

Dantzig42

686.88

720.56

743.7

802.55

805.1

886.6

Att48

33523

35159

37034

38481.6

-

-

Berlin52

7544

8032

8429.23

8701.27

-

-

Figure 2. Search process comparison on different data sets.

60 iterations. When the number of nodes is greater than 30, convergence of the 3 algorithms are all slow down.
NETS and GA are close to their optimal target values after 100 iterations, but TS needs 160 iterations and is
easy to fall into local optimum. However, the target value of the GA has deviated from the other two algorithms,
which is obviously invalid. In conclusion, the convergence speed of NETS is improved greatly compared with
the traditional TS and GA.
3.3.3. Time Consuming
NETS need to expand the neighborhood, so there are two selecting process. The first time is to optimize the basic neighborhood. The second time is to optimize the preferred neighborhood after introduce crossover and mutation factors. Thus, the NETS add iteration operation of optimization, crossover and mutation. When the number
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of node is small, the time consuming is almost the same, but when the number of the nodes increases, NETS will
consume time more 20% than TS. This is the next part need to optimize.

4. Summary
In this paper, we design an improving algorithm called “neighborhood expansion tabu search algorithm based on
genetic factors” to solve the TSP problem. NETS keep the strong search ability of TS, which guide to a quick
and accurate search speed. Then it expends the neighborhood of the initial solution by introducing genetic operators of GA, which make the scattered search and focus search simultaneously. NETS reduce the probability of
local optimal search and improve the convergence speed greatly. Compared with the standard TS and GA, with
the increase of the number of nodes, the target value of NETS is more superior. And the convergence rate of
NETS is faster than other algorithms at the same node. Since the research involved only distance but with no
fuel, congestion, so we’ll take more factors into the consideration to achieve maximum benefit with minimal
cost next step.
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